Ildikó Horváth has specialised in interpreting studies for about a decade. Her PhD in Applied Linguistics (2007) dealt with the role of autonomous learning in interpreter training. Horváth's book Interpreter Behaviour: A psychological approach is a continuation of her research based on her experiences as an interpreter and an interpreter trainer.
with the consequent questions that raises about personality traits and the possible need for additional training. Horváth's exhilarating work is sure to provoke fresh debate and hopefully new research into the many areas she covers within the limited scope of the book.
Interpreter Behaviour: A psychological approach is written in a brisk style, playfully mixing scientific jargon with a more down-to-earth that should resonate with young professionals. Interpreter Behaviour is compelling reading not least for the new insights it provides into one's own behaviour as an interpreter and a person. The book contains a wealth of new and interesting facts.
Finally, Interpreter Behaviour: A psychological approach demonstrates Horváth's own creativity and courage by boldly stating her ideas and, in doing so, helping to raise the profession of interpreter to a new level of professionalization. At last the profession has a new much needed theoretical book to refer to.
